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As a series, these volumes give promise of filling a place in the biochemi-
cal literature similar to that held by Organic Syntheses in the field of
organic chemistry.
MELVIN SIMPSON
CONNECTIVE TISSUES. Charles Ragan, Ed. Transactions of the Fourth
Conference. February 18-20, 1953. New York, Josiah Macy, Jr. Founda-
tion, 1953. 197 pp. $3.75.
A conference on connective tissues is sponsored yearly by the Josiah
Macy Foundation. Its purpose is to initiate an exchange of ideas among
workers interested in the problem and who are drawn from varied dis-
ciplines, i.e., biochemistry, pathology, clinical medicine, pharmacology, etc.
The transactions are published as verbatim accounts of the informal dis-
cussion which takes place during the presentation of papers. This is done to
give a realistic and unprejudiced picture of the type of thinking that is
being applied to solve problems in this field. The conference was attended
by members Charles Ragan, D. Murray Angevine, Granville A. Bennett,
Edward W. Dempsey, Karl Meyer, Keith R. Porter, Janet Travell, and
Benjamin W. Zweifach, with W. Paul Holbrook acting as chairman. One
guest, George M. Hass, reported on the "Isolation and Characterization of
Mammalian Striated Myofibrils," while another, Honor B. Fell, in a much
shorter session reported on her work with Sir Edward Mellanby concerning
"The Effect of Vitamin A on Organ Cultures of Skeletal and Other Tis-
sues." Both of these papers are well illustrated. An introduction, intro-
ductory remarks, a general discussion on supposed areas of agreement
reached in this conference, and a discussion of problems to be solved are
also included.
WILLIAM G. BANFIELD
CYBERNETICS: CIRCULAR CAUSAL AND FEEDBACK MECHANISMS IN BIO-
LOGICAL AND SOCIAL SYSTEMS. Heinz von Foerster, Ed. New York, Josiah
Macy, Jr. Foundation, 1952. xx + 240 pp. $4.00.
This volume represents the Transactions of the Eighth Conference on
Cybernetics that took place in 1951. Dr. Frank Fremont-Smith, speaking
for the Josiah Macy, Jr. Foundation which sponsors these conferences,
makes it clear in his introduction that "our meetings are in contrast to the
usual scientific gatherings. They are not designed to present neat solutions
to tidy problems but to elicit provocative discussion of the difficulties which
are being encountered in research and practice. For this reason, we ask that
the presentations be relatively brief and that emphasis be placed on dis-
cussion as the heart of the meeting." Finally, he concludes, "By preserving
the informality of our conferences in the published transactions, we hope to
give a truer picture of what actually goes on in the minds of scientists and
of the role which creativity plays."
This volume faithfully adheres to all these aims. The reader is taken into
the bedroom of men's minds and is exposed to all which that entails. For
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